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ABSTRACT

Cyber-physical space systems are becoming increasingly impor-

tant. Such systems have to satisfy requirements that are heavily

affected by the physical space they operate in and by the active

entities inhabiting the space, whose dynamic behaviors generate

continuous topological changes. Reasoning about requirements in

the early design phases is extremely challenging. High-level de-

sign can be facilitated by systematic application of separation of

concerns throughout modeling, analysis, and early requirements

validation. We outline an approach that identifies key recurrent con-

cerns arising in cyber-physical space systems, supports systematic

and semi-automatic modeling of separate concerns, and a formally

defined composition of the separately developed models. Early re-

quirements validation is then supported by leveraging statistical

model checking techniques. We illustrate our approach through an

example disaster scenario in a smart city.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Reasoning about requirements validation is a critical software engi-

neering activity. Complex ubiquitous cyber-physical systems often

have to satisfy requirements that are heavily affected by the physi-

cal space they operate in, in addition to other system concerns; this

has been identified as a future challenge in the domain of smart

cyber-physical systems [7]. Examples of this vision are often re-

ferred to with the evocative terms smart building or smart city.

In such systems, which we collectively call cyber-physical space
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systems–CPSSs, computational and physical elements function and

interact in a manner contingent on physical laws and the active

entities inhabiting them and performing actions exhibiting complex

dynamic behaviors that are both space- and time-dependent.

Software engineering techniques for validation of complex sys-

tems can range from plain testing to formal verification, each ob-

taining different levels of assurance. The type and complexity of a

system as well as the form of requirements that are sought to be

validated are important concerns that dictate different techniques.

Our approach concerns high-level reasoning within the critical

system requirements phase of the design of CPSSs, where a way

to validate system behaviors is highly sought. We focus on early

requirements validation, before implementing and deploying the

actual system. We position our approach within engineering of

dependable systems operating in a discrete space arising from topo-

logical relations in the spatial environment, where the information

abstraction of physical location or position of entities is inherently

important [19, 24]. Novel software engineering research problems

arise to support high-level design and early requirements validation

of complex CPSSs. Because of their scale and complexity, separa-

tion of concerns has to be applied systematically in design and

validation.

In this paper, we outline a systematic approach to high-level

modeling of CPSSs via separation of key recurrent concerns and

a formally defined composition of models that capture them. Our

contribution consists of a framework integrating existing model-

based analysis techniques for the engineering of CPSSs through

(partial) automation of model construction and composition. This

enables early requirements validation by reasoning at the model

level. Existing analysis techniques mostly focus on formal verifica-

tion [25]. In several practical cases, however, such techniques do

not scale to a required level needed for large spatial systems inhab-

ited by many active components. We argue instead that statistical

model checking methods [18] can provide the required analysis

support for those systems. Such methods may not offer assurances

like formal verification, but can provide valuable insights early in

the design process.

We treat physical activities, interaction and requirement objec-

tives of entities operating in a cyber-physical space system as sepa-

rate design concerns. Regarding physical activities, we assume that

a model of the physical space exists in some accessible digital form,

e.g. BIM [12] or CityGML [15] models for a building or a city; this
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can be used as a source model for a model-transformation step that

automatically develops a graph-based formally analyzable model

enjoying well-defined semantics [24, 26]. Besides static topology,

the process takes into account dynamics generated by the active

entities that operate in the space [25], yielding representations of

entity physical behaviors. Requirements lead to the identification of

certain states as success or failure states. A success state indicates

that a certain objective is achieved by an entity while a failure

state its violation. Entity interaction models provide a high-level

description of the distributed controller which coordinates entities.

Models capturing system concerns are semi-automatically for-

mally composed into composed behaviors, i.e., automata equipped

with transition guards, invariants and probabilistic features. Subse-

quently, we propose the application of state-of-the-art statistical

model checking techniques [6] for validation. In essence, activity

models are used to generate execution traces upon which statistical

model checking is used to produce statistical evidence about the

system’s satisfaction or violation of a requirements specification.

We showcase our modeling and analysis framework with a disaster

scenario situated in a smart city.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents

an overview of our approach to early statistical requirements vali-

dation of cyber-physical space systems. Section 3 pertains modeling

of system concerns, yielding composite automata capturing system

entities, while Section 4 illustrates early requirements validation

through statistical model checking. Related work is considered in

Section 5 and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 DESIGN PROCESS: EARLY VALIDATION

Design concerns common to most CPSSs include (1) modeling the

active behaviors of entities operating in the physical space, (2)

modeling how they interact, and (3) specifying requirements of the

overall system. This set of concerns is similar across applications of

this kind; it is desirable to model these concerns separately and then

be allowed to compose them by following a well-defined rigorous

method. This is crucial within the development cycle, as the system

designer can change each criterion independently and evaluate its

effect on system goals early in the process. As illustrated in Fig. 1,

our approach supports separation of key recurrent concerns and

also composition of models that capture them, leading to behavioral

models that describe entities operating within a cyber-physical

space system. Early requirements validation is then enabled through

statistical model checking.

Running Example. As a motivating example showcasing our ap-

proach, consider a disaster recovery scenario in a smart city where

emergency response is provided by autonomous Unmanned Aerial

Vehicles (UAVs) [28], which are used to locate and rescue victims.

The city is comprised of connected buildings, roads, squares, etc,

which are considered as discrete locations where active entities at

any time may reside. The time spent by an entity at any location

is assumed to be sourced from the domain and adheres to some

probability distribution. UAVs move from location to location, look-

ing for victims, while (for example) it is known beforehand that

victims themselves may move between specific locations due to

local conditions. If UAVs are found in the same location at the same

time, they are said to collide. Collision should of course be avoided,
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Figure 1: Requirements Validation Overview.

and can be mitigated by minimal communication infrastructure

on board the UAVs, which attempts to communicate the position

of a UAV to others. If communication is successful, neighboring

UAVs avoid entering the corresponding location until the UAV has

left it. Successful communication is however governed by proba-

bilistic constraints imposed by antenna features. A goal concerns

the composite cyber-physical space system that the UAVs and vic-

tims induce, and entails the UAVs rescuing victims while avoiding

collisions. Typical design questions in such a scenario can be the

following.

(DQ1) Two deployment options for initially positioning UAVs ex-

ist, given that victims are stranded in a certain city. Which

deployment option should be chosen to better satisfy the

system goal?

(DQ2) Two kinds of antennas are available to equip the UAVs with

collision-avoidance capabilities, providing low (20%) and

high (80%) guarantees of successful communication. Given

certain UAV initial positions, what is the impact of adoption

of each choice on the system goal?

Challenges inherent in the design questions considered, include

evaluation of different deployments, since they can naturally have

significant impact on the system goal – deploying UAVs close to po-

sitions of victims will enable more probable discovery with perhaps

less collisions. Thus, each deployment yields different (statistical)

system goal satisfaction. Equipping UAVs with probabilistic com-

munication – abstracted away as two-way position updates – is

a typical design concern in cyber-physical systems and related to

sensing constraints. A high-performing antenna may also have

increased cost, so the effect of its choice should be evaluated.

3 MODELLING SYSTEM CONCERNS

In the following, we describe a systematic approach to model the

active entities of a system, how their change in spatial location can
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be represented along with their interaction mode, and how require-

ments can be modeled. Finally, we illustrate how such models can

be composed, enabling analysis. Formally, our models are stochastic

timed automata (STA [21]), timed automata [2] extended with a

finite set of real-valued clocks and stochastic features. The stochas-

tic interpretation enables probabilistic choices between enabled

transitions and probability distributions of time-bounded delays

at states. Additionally, transition guards may control triggering of

transitions from state to state during an execution. The stochastic

timed automata we consider are input-enabled, deterministic, and

non-zeno, as supported by uppaal-smc [6]. Effective tool support

exists for analyses based on such automata [11, 17] and the formal-

ism is generic enough for modeling concerns of space- and time-

dependent systems as discussed in this paper.

3.1 Entity Physical Activity

A physical activity models change of discrete position of (a class of)

entities. In our example, there are two classes of entities – victim

and UAV. Each class is modeled by a STA, and instances of this class

represent specific entities. The development of this model follows

a systematic sequence of steps:

(1) Space models given in a domain-specific notation, such as

BIM [12] or CityGML [15], are automatically abstracted into

a formally defined static and discrete topological model [26].

(2) Dynamic topological changes induced by actions performed

by active entities are modeled by transformation rules [24].

(3) STAs modeling entity’s behavior in space are automatically

derived from the previous two models [25].

STA states are labeled. A label records position of an entity in

some location through a proposition, while transitions capture

possible change from a location to another. For example, if a victim

is in a building named ’B4’, and adjacent to it is another building

named ’B6’, the STA has a transition from a state labeled ’B4’ to one

labeled ’B6’ and back. STAs, along with appropriate propositions

in states encoding location of entities, are produced automatically

from a physical domain model [25].

Regarding initial states of the physical activities, entity classes

may differ. Initial states can be chosen probabilistically by allowing

a distribution over some defined set of initial states. For our disaster

scenario, this can be useful if e.g., exact initial positions of victims

are not known, but domain knowledge can estimate a part of the

city where victims may be located. For our example, the STA in

the lower part of Fig. 2 captures the change of location for a single

victim entity. States B4 and B6 represent the position of the victim

in those locations through propositions. The initial position may

be B4 or B6, with probabilities 0.3 and 0.7 respectively. From there,

and depending on delay distributions of states, a change of position

may occur according to the transitions of the automaton. Delay

distributions of states are omitted from Fig. 2 for simplicity. In con-

strast, for UAVs, initial positions are given as part of the deployment

strategy of DQ1.

3.2 Entity Interaction Activity

In a CPSS, entities do not operate in isolation; they also interact.

Through interaction, they may also coordinate behaviors. The in-

teraction concern between entities may differ in different scenarios;

S
check_saved( )==true check_saved( )==true

check_saved( )==false

check_saved( )==false

Initial

probability=0.3 probability=0.7

B6B4… check_saved( )==false

Property Concern

Physical Activity Concern

Figure 2: Fragment of the generated Victim model.

faithful to the separation of concerns principle, we describe the

interaction model via a separate STA. Communication between

entities operating in a cyber-physical space system for instance, is

a typical form of interaction, and a model of the communication

protocol describes how interaction between entity instances takes

place. Typically, the STA describing the interaction model may be

specified by a domain expert; e.g., an expert in communication

protocols. The STA has entry and exit points (states) that indicate

the start and end of the interaction logic. Given transfer of con-

trol to the entry state, progression to the exit state has to always

eventually occur.

A set of shared variables common to the various entities are in

place, and can be used in conjunction with transition guards to

encode interaction logic by the system designer; transition guards

operate on shared variables, enabling or disabling transitions. In

the lower part of Fig. 3, a STA modeling interaction between UAVs

is illustrated. Starting from some state (in this case, B4) where inter-

action is enabled, the STA probabilistically decides to communicate

the position of the UAV (in this case, B4) to other UAVs.

3.3 Entity Success-Failure States

In general, system requirements may refer to cross-cutting system

concerns, predicate about one or multiple entities in the cyber-

physical space system, and may refer to either quantitative or

qualitative objectives of a set of entities. For example, a system

requirement may state “probability of UAV collision should be at

most 20% in the case of less than half of the victims being rescued”.

Inherent in this formulation are elementary predicates about single

entities which are composed in a logical manner that introduces

quantitative or logic constraints. For instance, the fact that a UAV

collided with another, or that a victim was rescued are predicates

that can be either true or false for an entity. Thus, to enable rea-

soning we encode such success-failure predicates in states; if a

STA is found in such a state, the predicate is considered satisfied

(or violated) for that entity. This designates reachability properties

as the fundamental requirement building block, as success-failure

states reflect reachability. An entity may be at any point found in

a situation that fulfills an elementary predicate; in other words,

the STA capturing the entity’s behavior may enter a state which

encodes such a predicate.

Function prototypes are attached to transition guards of the cor-

responding success-failure states and their implementation is dele-

gated to the system designer who can utilize domain knowledge to
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encode success-failure of predicates inherent in the system require-

ments programatically. This renders our approach semi-automatic.

In our example, a success state (representing victims rescued), and

a failure state (representing drone collision) are introduced:

• For the victim entity modeled, a “S” state in the upper part

of Fig. 2 reflects the success of the safe elementary predi-

cate for a single victim entity; if that state is entered by the

automaton, the victim is considered safe.

• For the UAV entity modeled, a “C” state reflects the UAV’s

status as collided (Fig. 3). The transition guard encodes the

case where a UAV is found in the same location as another; if

that state is entered by the automaton, the UAV is considered

as collided.

By delegating encoding of transition guards to the designer, a va-

riety of domain-specific predicates can be modeled. Since in our

approach entities operate in a discrete space arising from topologi-

cal relations in the spatial environment, information abstractions

of physical location or position of entities are available for use, as

well as current entity configurations. In the following section, the

STA transition guard mechanism will be explained further.

3.4 Composing Entity Behavior

While the aforementioned models capture separate concerns, a

unified model capturing physical and interaction activities and

success-failure states of entities is needed. This occurs in three

distinct steps.

(1) Automata corresponding to physical and interaction activi-

ties are composed; from every state of the physical activity

STA, a transition leads to the state of the interaction one

that signifies an interaction entry point; a transition from

the interaction exit state hands over control back to the orig-

inating state. If interaction is triggered, execution will jump

to the interaction automaton and continue in the physical

activity STA when interaction logic ends.

(2) Success-failure states are added to the STA. Transitions lead

from every state of the physical activity to every predicate

state; such states enjoy an absorbing markovian property.

(3) Transition guards ensuring its structural validity are added

in every transition of the STA. Further functions encoding

application-specific logic can be added by the designer.

Crucial to the compositional process is that certain automati-

cally generated transition guards encode high-level entity seman-

tics through structure in the STA. The high-level control flow of

the composed STA ensures that predicate state guards are always

checked first, interaction is subsequently attempted and finally

physical movement occurs, in order to ensure that structural tran-

sitioning between activity automata is valid. Transition guards

that ensure structural validity are automatically generated, encod-

ing valid behavior of entity automata by ensuring that high-level

control flow is maintained. Specifically, that i) the execution of

transitions across similar entities is valid and ii) real-time does

not pass when transitioning between automata that capture dif-

ferent concerns. In addition, function prototypes corresponding to

application-specific logic are attached to relevant transitions as ad-

ditional guards; their implementation is left to the system designer,

who can utilize domain knowledge to encode concerns that span

Entry Exit

Communication

No Communication

set_avoid( )

C

check_collision( )==true

B4

check_collision( )==false && check_interaction( )==true

probability=0.8

probability=0.2

… B2

…
Property Concern

Physical Activity Concern

Interaction Concern

check_collision( )==false && 
check_interaction( )==false

Figure 3: Fragment of the generated UAV model.

different (classes of) entities. STAs may communicate via broadcast

channels and shared variables; a STA may perform a transition

separately or synchronize with others. This renders broadcast syn-

chronization and shared variables available to transition guards

to implement entity interaction logic. The designer may encode

as desired more complex operations through additional functions

bound to transitions.

For the example presented, a fragment of the UAV model gener-

ated is illustrated in Fig. 3. In the middle part, the physical activity

captures position of a UAV in locations B4 and B2. From location

B4, the STA may enter either the failure state (if check_collision()
yields true), or the interaction STA (lower part), where the UAV will

probabilistically decide to communicate. If that is the case, it will no-

tify other UAVs of the relevant position (by executing a set_avoid()
function). Control subsequently returns to the originating state B4.

Note that since a UAV may decide to communicate at any physical

location, composition of the interaction with the physical activity

is performed for every of its states, encoding appropriate guards;

guard implementation is omitted for clarity in Fig. 3, but can be

found along with complete models in accompanying material [1].

4 EARLY REQUIREMENTS VALIDATION

Fundamentally, our approach entails model-based requirements

analysis of cyber-physical space systems. The systems we consider

are characterized by discrete change of locations in space by the

inhabiting system entities which additionally interact among them-

selves. As is common in cyber-physical systems, the behavior of

entities is governed by stochastic features. To this end, the underly-

ing technology that we utilize for analysis is founded on statistical

model-based techniques.

4.1 Reasoning on Networks of Entity Instances

The fundamental idea behind statistical model checking [20, 29], is

that from sample executions of a stochastic system drawn accord-

ing to the distribution defined by the system model, quantitative

estimates of the probability measure of executions can be calculated.

To apply such techniques, what is essentially required is i) a for-

mal model describing a system able to generate sets of executions
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serving the purpose of observations, ii) a monitoring procedure

to decide whether a finite execution satisfies the property under

consideration and iii) a statistical algorithm yielding overall results.

In essence, we use a formal model of a system to generate execution

traces upon which statistical methods produce statistical evidence

about the system’s satisfaction or violation of a specification. Sub-

sequently, the designer obtains results useful to early requirements

validation of the system [5].

Recall that the composite behavior models outlined in the pre-

vious section represent classes of entities operating in a space,

whose behavior is captured through STAs. We instantiate as many

instances of these classes depending on the deployment config-

uration. The result is a network of STAs. Initial states of entity

instances depend on the deployment evaluated by the system de-

signer. In some execution of a network of STAs, each automaton

repeatedly races against others. This mechanism entails each STA

deciding independently and stochastically how much time to delay

before transitioning, where the transition by a STA that chose the

minimum delay makes it in the execution trace [11]. Delay distri-

butions on states are normal. Essentially, system components race

against each other with respect to the corresponding distributions.

Models generated are compatible to uppaal-smc [6].

Figure 4 illustrates from a high level perspective how statistical

requirements analysis is performed. Sets of executions are obtained

from the entity models, upon which a monitoring procedure de-

cides satisfaction or violation of properties [10] sourced from the

requirements. Statistical analysis of executions, along with system

requirements and the deployment setup configured, yield analysis

results for the overall system.
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4.2 Validation in Practice

To utilize our approach in practice, (i) physical activity models are

sourced from domain models yielding physical activity STAs [25]

and (ii) integration of interaction STAs, success-failure states, gen-

erated transition guards and function prototypes yield composite

behavior STAs for single entities automatically. Then (iii) the de-

signer encodes domain specific logic by implementing functions

and (iv) a network of STAs is deployed depending on a chosen test

configuration. The configuration is (v) loaded in an off-the-shelf

statistical model checking tool [6], and results are obtained.

We succinctly indicate results of analyses with respect to the

design questions posed in Section 2; complete models and details

about the experimental setup can be found in accompanying ma-

terial [1]. We assume the scenario is within a randomly generated

city [4] comprising of 164 distinct locations where 4 UAVs operate

and 10 victims are allocated probabilistically in 8 of them. Recall that

the system goal entails rescuing victims while avoiding collisions.

(DA1) Initial configurations of UAVs can have significant effect

on outcomes; optimal and suboptimal initial positions may

account for a 31% variance in the average satisfaction proba-

bility of the system goal.

(DA2) Given certain fixed initial positions of UAVs and an allocation

of victims, selecting the antenna guaranteeing 80% successful

UAV communication over one of 20%, leads to a 4.3% increase

in the average goal satisfaction probability.

For DQ1, evaluation of different deployments is aided by our

approach, as we enable quantitative analysis of specific initial po-

sitions that may be selected at will by the designer. Since initial

positions can greatly affect the system goal (e.g. deploying UAVs

close to each other renders collision more probable), a significant

variance in goal satisfaction is observed. By utilizing our approach,

the system designer can evaluate different initial positions perhaps

taking into account other domain requirements. Regarding DQ2,

the selection of the efficient antenna has a moderate effect on goal

satisfaction, a result that is not intuitive – increasing the success-

ful communication rate improves non-collision minimally. Such

a quantitative result can aid early design-time decisions on the

overall system. Analysis times of the scenario presented are in the

order of 3.7 to 5.9 minutes.

5 RELATED WORK

Statistical model checking has emerged as a compromise between

verification and testing, where statistical techniques produce an

estimate for a system’s satisfaction of a property [18] while being

competitive with state of the art numerical solution methods for

probabilistic model checking [29]. The modeling discipline utiliz-

ing timed automata with different types of relationships among

clocks of a distributed system [21] inspire the modeling of different

activities in our approach. Subsequently, statistical methods [29]

(e.g. hypothesis testing or Monte Carlo simulation) upon execution

traces, produce statistical quantitative evidence about the system’s

satisfaction or violation of a requirements specification [23]. Sim-

ilarly to our approach, high-level constructs for communication

and data propagation, explicitly taking into account stochastics

are developed for validation of cyber-physical multi-agent sys-

tems [16]. Statistical model checking has been used to support

design of systems-of-systems, such as smart cities and internet-of-

things, i.e. for quantifying mission achievement [3] or reasoning

in smart grids [30]. Previous work [25] has targeted automatically

obtaining automata structures for cyber-physical spaces, which can

bootstrap a core aspect of the present work – behaviour STAs from

space descriptions. Moreover, physical models may be automati-

cally obtained [24, 26]. Grounding our approach on MDE principles

and standards facilitates development of integrated and open tool
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environments for systematic model-based engineering [14] on top

of physical space domain models.

Notable recent approaches have focused on applications of the

statistical model checking paradigm in diverse domains within

cyber-physical space systems. Statistical model checking and spatio-

temporal logics are combined to tackle problems in collective and

smart transportation systems, allowing estimation of likelihood of

specific spatio-temporal predicates such as clusters in space [9].

Our approach utilizes automata obtained from space models given

in a domain-specific notation, abstracted into a formally defined

static and discrete topological model, upon which dynamic topolog-

ical changes are modeled by transformation rules [25, 27]; spatial

behavioral models are then automatically derived. Advanced spatial

predication could be added to our model support [8], something

we identify as future work. In [22], a framework utilizing statis-

tical model checking for dependability within railway systems is

developed. Also within software engineering, the ActivFORMS [13]

framework exploits statistical model checking at runtime to se-

lect configurations that comply with self-adaptation goals over an

internet-of-things network topology. In contrast, our approach tar-

gets early requirements validation through separation of system

design concerns.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Within the context of complex cyber-physical space systems, sup-

port for early requirements validation is crucial to the design pro-

cess. To this end, we outlined a systematic approach to high-level

reasoning through separation of key recurrent system concerns and

formally defined composition of models that capture them. Our con-

tribution consists of a framework integrating existing techniques for

the engineering of cyber-physical space systems through automa-

tion of model construction and composition, enabling design-time

validation through statistical model checking. The proposed ap-

proach has been applied to preliminary studies that confirm that

design can be generally decomposed through modeling concerns

corresponding to physical and interaction activities and require-

ments. While we defer a thorough discussion of assumptions and

limitations to future work, we plan to integrate reasoning related

to variable time constraints of system execution, investigate system

requirements expressibility, provide formal support to model con-

struction and guard code generation. Moreover, further support for

evaluation of initial entity states as well as their automatic genera-

tion can be integrated in the design process. Additionally, we plan

to consider cyber-physical domain-related particulars like sensing

and actuation.
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